Project Name:
Acrylic Coasters

Specifications:
Material: 0.5” Clear Acrylic
Printing: 6-color UV flatbed
1200dpi Resolution
Digital White Ink
Finishing: CNC Cutting
Flame-Polished Edges
Sizes: 4”x4” as shown
Maximum Image Area 78”x120”
Quantity: From Hundreds to Thousands

Why We Do It Better:
• Beautiful UV flatbed printing that offers vibrant colors and sharp details
• Flame-polished edges are crystal clear and look like glass even from the side
• Fade-resistant inks are also scuff and scratch-resistant
• White ink is printed under 4-color process for enhanced contrast and visibility when coaster is placed over dark surfaces
• Reverse printing allows the image to show through the acrylic for a super glossy view from the front
• Hundreds of parts are placed on a large vacuum table for cost efficiency and accurate placement